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Single-pion production irr pp interactions near threshold*
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Results are reported on the reaction pp AN~ at center-of-mass energies of 2.063, 2.094,
and 2.114 GeV. The cross sections for + production at these energies are 22 ~ 7, 35 + 9,
and 126 + 26 pb; those for 7j and 7t+ production are 20 + 7, 41 ~ 10, and 79 + 20 ILL and 16 + 6,
43 ~ 10, and 47 + 16 pb, respectively. The cross section obeys the energy dependence of
phase space and joins smoothly onto data at higher energies. The cross section as a function
of energy is relatively well fitted by a calculation based on current-algebra predictions of
soft-pion emission. Resonance production is small, but there is a possible I= 1 enhancement
which may be the S (1930). Our highest energy Pp —pP + channel may proceed approximate-
ly 50% through 6 {1236)P + 6 (1236)P. Predicted nonstrange exotic mesons coupled pre-
ferentially to NN and NA7f are not seen.

I. INTRODUCTION

We have studied proton-antiproton collisions
near threshold for the reactions

(1)

(2)

(3)

These reactions have been studied at higher en-
ergies by a number of authors, ' some of whom have
compared their data to the predictions of the one-
pion exchange model. Ma et al. ' have carried out
an isospin analysis of these and related processes.
Since the energy region reported here is very near
threshold, we discuss our experimental results in
terms of a simple statistical model and the cur-
rent-algebra predictions for soft-pion emission.
Although the statistics reported on are not large,
since the cross sections observed near threshold
are one to two orders of magnitude lower than
those previously reported, they allow for a signif-
icant comparison with these models.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The work presented here is based on 220000
pictures taken in the BNL 30-in. hydrogen bubble
chamber. Film was taken at six distinct beam
momenta, with mean values 0.686, 0.772, 0.861,
0.943, 1.037, and 1.098 GeV/c at the chamber cen-
ter. The 0.881-GeV jc data are above threshold
for PP-N¹; however, due to the smallness of the
cross section there, only the data from the upper
three momenta were used. We directly measured,
without prescanning, al1 two-prong events. Ap-
proximately 20%%uo of the film was remeasured to
determine scanning and processing efficiencies.

The events were processed by the programs
PANE L—TVGP-SQUA7l.

We analyzed as inelastic scattering those events
which did not have a 4C fit with p' &24 to any two-
body final state, and which had g'&2. 7 for one of
the three channels (1)-(3). A proton or antiproton
was usually identif iable by ionization. Several
hundred poorly measured elastic scattering events
fit the Pnn' hypothesis because of the fast forward
antiproton in both cases. These events were easily
identified since all had short stopping positive
tracks which did not decay. We imposed, in ad-
dition, fiducial volume criteria and curvature and
angle criteria for the beam track. The final num-
bers of events selected from the first pass are
given in Table I. We believe the three channels to
be well separated and contamination from other
reactions to be less than 5%.

III. CROSS SECTIONS

The scanning-processing efficiency was found to
be (70 +9)%. Since this is excellent agreement with
the scanning-processing efficiency of (88+2)%
found for other two-prong events in our film, '
we use the latter figure and its smaller error.
The correction to the cross sections for the y'
cut was determined to be a factor of 1.1. A count
of passing beam tracks in every tenth frame pro-
vided a flux measurement at each beam momentum.
The cross sections are given in Table I and also
shown in Figs. 1 and 2 along with higher-energy
data. '

Charge-conjugation invariance (or CP) requires
the reactions (2) and (3) to have equal cross sec-
tions. The data are in good agreement with this
requirement. Furthermore, in reaction (1) the
center-of-mass angular distributions of the P
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TABLE I. The experimental results for the cross sections. The numbers of events are also
given. Results are labeled by the pion in the final state of the NN NNm' reaction. The ratio
R is defined by Eq. (4) in the text.

+ beam

(Ge V/c) (GeV)
Observed number of events

7t' 7r 7r'
Cross sections (pb)

o{n ) o(7r ) o{tt')

0.943

1.037

1.098

2.063

2.094

2.114

10

16 19 20

24 15

22 +7 20+ 7 16~6 1.2 ~ 0.5

35 +9 41+ 10 43+ 10 0.8+ 0.2

126 + 26 79 + 20 47+ 16 2.0 + 0.6

and the P should be reflections of each other, and
the m' should be forward-backward symmetric.
Similarly, the p, n, and v+ from reaction (2)
should be reflections of the P, n, and m, respec-
tively, from reaction (3). The data are in good
agreement with these predictions of charge-con-
jugation invariance. Therefore, the data from
reactions (2) and (3) have been combined for the
distributions presented below.

In Fig. 3 we show the variation with laboratory
momentum of the ratio

(4)

The final-state pion has been used to identify the
appropriate channel,

IV. INVARIANT —MASS DISTRIBUTIONS

Figure 4 shows the invariant-mass distributions
for the neutral and combined charged channels for

each energy and also the sums of the three ener-
gies. The curves drawn on this figure are phase
spaces normalized to the number of events in each
distribution.

The distributions are consistent with the phase-
space predictions; however, they do show possible
structure. In the nucleon-antinucleon mass plots,
M(PP) with 55 events and M(Pn, nP} with 96 events,
we estimate there are a few excess events above
phase space in M(pp) just above 1.900 GeV/c',
and about 15 events excess in M(Pn, nP) at 1.930
GeV/c'. The dashed curve in the latter histogram
is a phase-space fit to all bins except the one at
1.930 GeV/c', showing a marked excess of 15
events corresponding to about 2.5 standard devia-
tions. This may be because of the controversial
S(1930}which has been reported in backward PP
elastic scattering4 and more recently in the total
PP and Pd cross-section measurements of Carroll
et al. within our limited statistics, we conclude
the enhancement is in I= 1.
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FIG. 1. Variation of the cross section for pp-Ppm
near threshold. The cross sections of Bacon etal. (Ref.
1) are also shown. The curves are the results of the
phase-space (PS) and soft-pion (SP) models discussed
in the text.

FIG. 2. Variation of the cross sections for pp-pygmy
and pp-~pm near threshold. The cross sections of
Bacon et aI, . (Ref. 1) are also shown. The curves are the
results of the phase-space (PS) and soft-pion (SP) models
discussed in the text.
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Our highest beam energy is only about a half-
width below production threshold for the 6(1236}
[Z(1236)] isobar. The accumulation of high-mass
events in the M(P)t, PI ) distribution for the 2.114-
GeV/c' data may be due to some t)t(1236) and
Z(1236}production. We estimate there to be about
12 events above phase space. The effect is not
seen in the other Nm mass distributions.

V. DISCUSSION IN TERMS OF MODELS
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The analysis by Ma et al. ' in terms of an inco-
herent sum of isospin amplitudes corresponding
to the diagrams of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) showed that
in the region from 1.1 to 1.5 GeV/c the process
is dominated by I=1, I'= &. This is perhaps to be
expected since this is precisely the threshold re-
gion for producing h(1236) [and X(1236)]. In this
analysis, pure I'=

& is characterized by a value of
2 for the ratio R. The statistical model gives
R =0.8. Interference between the two diagrams
may be important near threshold, and the ratio R
may be sensitive not only to isospin channels, but
to dynamical mechanisms as well.

Statistical Model. We first calculate the relative
energy variation of the production cross section
according to three-body phase space, which we
would expect to dominate the energy dependence
if production amplitudes vary little over the small
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FIG. 3. Variation of the ratio A, the neutral-to-aver-
age-charged pion production cross sections, with beam
momentum. Higher-energy data (Ref. 1) are also shown.

energy range studied. All three of the averaged
charged-pion cross sections and the two lowest
neutral-pion cross sections were used to fit the
normalization and R. The best fit gave R =1.0+0.2.
These results are shown on Figs. 1 and 2 labeled
PS.

The difference between the experimental cross
section for o(tt') at the highest energy and this cal-
culation is about 60 p,b. This corresponds to 12
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FIG. 4. Invariant-mass distributions. The charge-conjugate channels have been combined. The bottom set of dis-
tributions is all three energies combined. The curves are three-body phase space normalized to the number of events
at each energy.
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events and is in agreement with the excess events
in the M(Ps', Pn ) mass distribution attributed to
6(1236) and Z(1236) production.

Figure 6 shows the momentum-transfer distribu-
tions for the three energies combined. The dis-
tributions expected to be the same from charge-
conjugation invariance have been combined. The
curve labeled PS is the distribution expected from
phase space normalized to the number of events
at each energy. The experimental distributions,
especially those shown in Fig. 6(c), are peaked
more toward low momentum transfer.

Soft-Pion Model. Since the energy region studied
is very near threshold, it is attractive to compare
results with current-algebra predictions of soft-
pion emission which relate the inelastic single-
pion production to elastic scattering. Although
there are some important kinematical ambiguities
(connected with treating the soft pion in the real
world), this model has the appealing feature that
there are intrinsically no free parameters. Anal-
ogous calculations of single soft-pion production
in PP and Pn collisions have been carried out by
Beder' and Schillaci et al.' and provide a reason-
able description for single-pion production in low-
energy NN reactions.

Our calculation parallels those of the NN» NNn

reactions. The soft-pion emission amplitude is
obtained by application of the canonical proce-
dures, by now well known. ' As usual, only emis-
sion from external particles is retained in the
limit of zero pion four-momentum. For simplicity,
the amplitude is evaluated at threshold; in this
case the final nucleons cannot emit soft pions and
the only contributing diagrams are those of Fig. V.

All possible threshold approximations are made,
and only terms of order m/M, where m is the
pion mass and M is the nucleon mass, are retained.
The result is
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FIG. 6. Momentum-transfer-squared distributions
for the NN-NN~ reactions. Charge-conjugate distribut-
ions have been combined. The distributions contain
all three energies. The curve labeled PS is calculated
according to phase space and is approximately the same
for all three distributions. The bottom curve is the
result of a fit of this data to the function Ae ~
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FIG. 5. Generalized diagrams for NN —NN~ defining
isospin variables.

FIG. 7. Soft-pion diagrams contributing to NN NN~
in the threshold approximation.
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g'/4v=15, e=W —2M-m, Wis the total c.m.
energy, and oyN(q) is the nucleon-antinucleon elas-
tic cross section (averaged over angles) which is
a function of the total NN center-of-mass kinetic
energy g. The result is the same for the neutral-
and charged-pion production channels essentially
because even though only one diagram contributes
to the n' case, the charged-pion coupling con-
stant is v 2 times the neutral-pion coupling con-
stant.

An assumption invoked in obtaining these results
is that of spin independence in the NN elastic scat-
tering. For example, an explicit calculation in
terms of the low-energy S-wave singlet and trip-
let spin cross sections, o, and ot, gives the above
result with combinations &(&,+a, ) and —,'(&, +So,)
for m' and m', respectively. Spin independence,
i.e., the equality of 0', and o„appears to be a
reasonable assumption for NN scattering.

The evaluation of o'~„ is ambiguous both in the
choice of variable parametrizing the elastic scat-
tering cross section and in the model employed for
the off-shell correction. It is by no means clear
whether the cross section should be evaluated at
the energy of the initial or final NN systems, or
at some point in between. In particular, if the
initial N and N momenta are defined as P, and P,
and the finalmomenta as P, and P4, then the energy
of the NN system can be defined in terms of
2P, P» P, P, +P, P4, or 2P, P4, which are all
equivalent for elastic scattering. However, for
pion emission at incident beam momenta of 1
GeV/c, these give maximum lab kinetic energies
at which to evaluate the elastic scattering cross
sections of about 430, 290, and 140 MeV, respec-
tively. Since the pion emission is only from the
initial nucleon or antinucleon, P, P4 is perhaps
the most appropriate choice of variable to evaluate
the elastic cross section. We approximate the
off-shell cross section by the physical cross sec-
tion evaluated at the energy given by the final NN
system.

Furthermore, the present lack of detailed low-
energy PP and Pn elastic scattering data makes
accurate calculation of 0„—„impossible. We esti-
mate the relevant values of o'~~ for our energy
region to be approximately constant and 70 mb.
We also take o~„=&~~. For our three energies we
calculate ON„„ to be 41, 103, and 161 pb for the
neutral-pion channel and 33, 92, and 147 p,b for
the charged-pion channels. These soft-pion re-
sults are shown on Figs. 1 and 2 labeled SP. The
calculated cross sections are about a factor of
two greater than the data.

Schillaci et al, ' have parametrized the NN elas-
tic scattering in terms of P, P, +P, P4, which in
our case would reduce the cross sections by about

257p. They also employ a specific model to ac-
count for the off-shell scattering, which gives an
additional factor of

32
15m m

Qne consequence of (this version of) the calcula-
tion is that

R =—(1.1 to 1.2)
Opn

Our data, as noted above in the phase-space fit,
tend to favor an average value for 8 = 1.0 +0.2 and
are consistent with the prediction based on 0~ „

In this soft-pion calculation the pion is isotropic
and the nucleon-antinucleon elastic scattering dy-
namics are taken only in an average sense and are
almost constant. Therefore, most of the energy
variation of the cross section is due to the in-
creasing phase-space volume, and it is not sur-
prising that the shape is similar to the phase-
space calculation. The soft-pion model does pro-
vide a definite prediction for the normalization,
which gives a reasonable approximation" to the
data.

The soft-pion model may be used to qualitatively
explain the features of the momentum-transfer
distributions of Fig. 6. In particular, Fig. 6(c) is
the distribution of the momentum transfer between
the initial and final proton (and antiproton) which
does not emit the charged pion. One expects this
distribution to be approximately the same as the
elastic momentum-transfer distribution, and in-
deed, it is sharply peaked at low momentum-trans-
fer values. The curve drawn on this distribution
is 40e ' '. Even though this slope parameter of
6.6 (GeV/c) ' is about an order of magnitude less
than the slope parameters determined for low-
energy NN elastic scattering, ' the qualitative fea-
ture of steep exponential dependence on

~
t

~
is

present. Figure 6(b) is the momentum transfer
for the proton (or antiproton) which emits the
charged pion and does not exhibit the rapid de-
crease with increasing momentum transfer. Since
there is no way to establish which initial particle
emits the neutral pion in the PP-PPm' reaction,
Fig. 6(a) is the sum of two such distributions. The
shape of this distribution is not inconsistent with
being a sum of the other [i.e., 6(b) and 6(c)] two
distributions.

One-Pi on-Fxchange Model. We have also tried
calculations based on the usual one-pion-exchange
model with various vertex corrections. The cross
sections and momentum-transfer distributions are
poorly fitted by this model.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Resonance production at our low energies is
small, but there is a possible enhancement with
I= 1 favored which may be the S(1930). Our high-
est-energy pp-ppwo channel may proceed approxi-
mately 507&& through 6(1236)p+ h(1236)p.

The cross section for PP-N¹ as a function of
energy shows no major anomaly in this energy
region, i.e. , it is relatively well explained by the
soft-pion dynamical mechanism and, at the very
least, obeys the energy dependence of phase space,
joining smoothly onto data at higher energies.
This fact may be interpreted as evidence against
the quark model proposed by Faiman, Goldhaber,
and Zarmi" which predicts nonstrange exotic me-
sons (composed of qqqq) at mass = 2.075 GeV/c',
coupled preferentially to NN and N¹. The exis-
tence of such exotic states coupled primarily to
baryon-antibaryon and not to multimeson systems
was predicted originally by Rosner"; the model
of Faiman et al. yields degenerate I=1 states with
J =2', 1', and 0' above N¹threshold as indi-

cated above. Unless the widths were quite small
(i.e., of the order of a few MeV or less) detection
of formation of these resonant states in the ex-
periment reported here would be expected with
sensitivity considerably greater than in either the
NN elastic or total cross sections. Also, as
pointed out by Rosner, "observation of such reso-
nances in NN or NNm subsystems produced in PP
or Pd reactions may be obscured by strong com-
petition from isobar production. No such difficulty
confronts observation in the formation experiment
described here. As indicated above, we see no
evidence for the predicted exotic states.
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